
The National Energy Board’s public hearing on the proposed
Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion Project will produce
a mountain of paper, but no effective cross-examination. That is
because the total time allowed for the ‘hearing’ and writing the
NEB’s report has been reduced to fifteen months, under the new
regulations resulting from legislative changes in the federal
government’s 2012 omnibus budget bill.
The Expansion Project would permit Kinder Morgan to add

another pipeline along roughly the same route as the sixty-year-
old Trans Mountain line from Edmonton to Burnaby. The
combined capacity of both lines would be some 890,000 barrels
per day, mostly diluted bitumen (dilbit) for export. The flow of
unrefined tar sands product would be handled by some 400
tankers per year, through Vancouver Harbour, past the Gulf
Islands and Victoria, probably to Asian destinations.

Shorter Than Enbridge 
The Trans Mountain hearings will have a predetermined length,
which will be at least six months shorter than the time taken to
conduct the Northern Gateway pipeline hearing. By the time the
Kinder Morgan’s application was filed at the beginning of April
this year, the actual time taken to conduct the Enbridge
Northern Gateway pipeline review was known. Despite this
Trans Mountain has scheduled a review that sees a public
hearing time allowance three months shorter and the time
allowed for the NEB panel to produce its final report also 3
months shorter. (Details, see BOX, page 7)

Only On The Internet
The reduction in public hearing time will be accomplished by
cutting out oral statements and cross-examination and
replacing them with two rounds of written questions and written
answers, to be exchanged among all intervenors via the internet.
At the end of that process, both the proponent (Kinder Morgan)
and the intervenors (400 of them, a number of cities and
municipalities included) will be allowed to make oral
statements, but at that point they can neither ask questions nor
introduce any new evidence. As soon as they are finished, the
NEB panel will retreat to prepare their report.
Veterans of the Northern Gateway hearings agree that,

without oral cross-examination of witnesses, neither the
evidence nor the witnesses will be tested. In particular, with
written questions and written answers, it is very easy to evade

the truth. 
Moreover, the time allowed to generate and distribute all the

questions and answers is tight: from April 2014 to January 2015
there are two complete rounds of questions and answers. In
January and February 2015, oral Final Arguments from
intervenors and Trans Mountain will be heard (with no new
evidence allowed and time limits imposed). In March the
hearing closes, and on July 2, 2015 the NEB reports. (Details,
see BOX, at end of article.)
Trans Mountain’s Mountain of Paper 
While the latest version of the National Energy Board ‘Hearing
Process Handbook’ presents this written Q&A process as an
equivalent to a public oral hearing, it is not. 
Clearly, it subjects all participants to a mountain of paper,

which they must read in order to follow the proceedings.
The mountain of paper was off to a good start with Kinder

Morgan’s 15,000 page application. It started the timeline when
the board determined, on April 2, that the application was
complete (or at least complete enough—the Board defines this
as a ‘holistic approach’ to completeness).  
Copies of information requests, responses, and motions

must be provided to all intervenors, the Board, Trans Mountain,
and the company’s counsel. This is intended to ensure that all
participants have access to all the information that the board
will use in arriving at its decision. 
There are, officially, 400 intervenors, but a rough count of

names and addresses gives 564. The largest groups, besides 232
individuals and property owners, are 129 First Nations, 47 local
governments, 45 businesses, 37 environmental NGOs, 36
energy companies, and 13 from the federal government. There
are also three MPs and two MLAs. (There are also 1,200
commenters.)
Conservatively, say, 200 of the intervenors will have

information requests…? You do the math.
This is, by any account, a very large number of individuals,

governments, and organizations to be involved in one
proceeding. While it is conceivable that the NEB’s paper version
of a public hearing could work with a relatively small number of
intervenors, it may not be practical with this many, particularly
considering that each intervenor must keep track of what many
other intervenors are doing, both to keep up-to-date and to
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avoid duplicate enquiries. It is difficult to see how this process
can possibly qualify as an effective equivalent to any oral cross
examination.
These proceedings have the potential to obscure, rather than

illuminate, the eventual decision of the panel. The conclusions
of the Northern Gateway hearings clearly demonstrated how
difficult it is to achieve social license for such a controversial
undertaking. The obstacles facing the Trans Mountain
Expansion Project are different, but no less complex.
The Trans Mountain Expansion Project demands

consideration of many aspects; the NEB has attempted to limit

and summarize them into twelve subject areas. But it may be
that the imposition of an arbitrary time limit upon this public
consultation will make it ineffective, burdensome, unfair, and
subject to challenge.

Validity Of The Process
The alarm about the scheduled process was raised by lawyer
Greg McDade, acting for the City of Burnaby. On April 17,
Ecojustice filed a challenge to the timelines; there may be more. 
Elizabeth May is consulting Toronto lawyer Clayton Ruby

with an eye to challenging the lack of cross-examination rights
as a breach of natural justice. 0
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17 April 2014: Board Round 1 information requests to Trans
Mountain
17 April 2014: Board releases draft conditions for information

purposes
2 May 2014: Intervenor Round 1 information requests to Trans

Mountain 
29 May 2014: Trans Mountain responds to Round 1 intervenor

information requests 
5 June 2014: Aboriginal intervenors file notices of intent to

provide oral traditional evidence
11 June 2014: Motion Day #1 - as considered necessary,

intervenors file notices of motion on the adequacy of Trans
Mountain’s responses to information requests 
4 July 2014: Board Round 2 information requests to Trans

Mountain
21 July 2014: Trans Mountain responds to Round 2 Board

information requests
5 August-4 September 2014: Oral hearings: to collect, and allow

questioning of, oral Aboriginal traditional evidence only
4 September 2014: Trans Mountain files supplemental

evidence
9 September 2014: Commenters file letters of comment 
11 September 2014: Intervenor Round 2 information requests

to Trans Mountain 
2 October 2014: Motion Day #2 - as considered necessary,

intervenors file notices of motion on the adequacy of Trans
Mountain’s responses to information requests 
3 November 2014: Intervenors file written evidence 
14 November 2014: Intervenors information requests to other

intervenors; Trans Mountain information requests to intervenors

26 November 2014: Intervenors respond to other intervenor
information requests; Intervenors respond to Trans Mountain
information requests
3 December 2014: Board releases draft conditions for comment
18 December 2014: Board Round 3 information requests to

Trans Mountain: Board information requests to intervenors
8 January 2015: Intervenors respond to Board information

requests; Trans Mountain responds to Round 3 Board information
requests
13 January 2015: Trans Mountain files reply evidence;

Intervenors and Trans Mountain file affidavits swearing evidence;
Intervenors and Trans Mountain file notices of intent to present
oral summary argument and/or reply argument
20 January 2015: Trans Mountain files written argument-in-

chief, including comments on draft conditions (no new evidence
can be provided in written argument-in-chief)
Late January 2015: Oral hearings: to hear Trans Mountain’s

oral summary argument (no new evidence can be provided in oral
argument. Time limits will be imposed)
6 February 2015: Intervenors file written argument-in-chief

and reply to Trans Mountain, including comments on draft
conditions
February 2015: Oral hearings: to hear intervenors’ oral

summary argument and/or reply argument (no new evidence can
be provided in oral argument. Time limits will be imposed)
March 2015: Trans Mountain files written reply argument.

Hearing record closes immediately following.
2 July 2015: Board releases its Report to the Governor in

Council and provides it to the Minister of Natural Resources.

TRANS MOUNTAIN PIPELINE EXPANSION REVIEW TIMELINE
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